### Community Mourns Virginia Tech Victims In Candlelight Vigil

**BY SOPHIE MATHEWSON**

Following last fall's killing of school shootings, tragedy has struck again—this time on a college campus. The worst shooting rampage in U.S. history, the April 16th massacre at Virginia Tech left 32 dead and many others injured. On Wednesday, April 18th, over 200 members of the Conn community came together in a candlelight vigil to commemorate the victims, and to reassert the importance of diversity and equity, who also spoke at the vigil. "We must continue to support one another as the four corners demand." Harris also spoke about the shift in media attention from the Virginia Tech community to the gunman. "We must keep our focus on the victims and continue to give our support to them," he said.

### Diversity and Equity, who also spoke at the vigil. "We must continue to support one another as the four corners demand." Harris also spoke about the shift in media attention from the Virginia Tech community to the gunman. "We must keep our focus on the victims and continue to give our support to them," he said.

### Website Overhaul Focuses On New Visitors

#### BY STEVE STRAUSS

Conn students who have visited the school (www.conncoll.edu) in recent weeks have been taken by its new look. Beyond cosmetic, the renovations have completely overhauled the form and function of the main page. The new design project, in production for weeks, was undertaken by dozens of staff, students, faculty, and administrators. Those individuals comprise the Connecticut College Web Site Renewal Project Planning Committee.

A chief goal of the project was creating a site that communicates better with the world beyond the campus community. Patty Lapointe, Vice President for College Relations and Communications, Chairperson, noted that "the home page and upper level pages have been remastered with the primary goal of making it easier for prospective students, faculty, administrators to get a better sense of the college even in a few minutes and to get the information they are looking for." Project participants have driven the look, but they said that web site is the greatest potential area for spreading information about the school.

#### Photo Contest Continues! Last week's winner:

Yeslan Hernandez

**This Week's Theme:** Animals

**Turn To Page Seven**
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### Upcoming Campus Events:

- **Spotlight Human Rights:** An Expression of Activism April 20th, 8:00 p.m., Oliva Hall
- **Earth Day/Community Day** April 21st, 11:00 a.m., Campus wide
- **Reading by Poet and Pulitzer Prize nominee Lucille Clifton** April 24th, 4:30 p.m., Charles Chu

### NEWS

Turn to page 6 to read about the most recent online deliveries, as well as campus reactions to the Virginia Tech tragedy

### SPORTS

Turn to page 9 to read about Connecticut men's lacrosse victory, the Terriers' place in the nation, and women's basketball news.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Practicing Mutual Respect At Conn

Dear Editor,

Two events have happened in the past weeks that are unfortunate — in Windham the words "PAG, "FAG-GATES, and "HOMO" were found written throughout the dorm. The second — the Virginia Tech shooting — did not affect us directly, but somehow will undoubtedly affect us all.

Whether the comment is discriminatory toward the LGBTQ community, Blacks, Whites, or Jews, Conn students should be above this sophomoric behavior. We are no longer high school students, we are no longer going through the motions of learning right and wrong.

We know right. And we know wrong. What happened at Windham was a sad event; to put it lightly, it was wrong. What happened at Virginia Tech was a sad event: to put it lightly, it was wrong. Maybe I should have saved all of these words and simply wrote what I hope comes across the letter. We Don't Have To Love Each Other, but Let's All Respect One Another.

A Tribute To Kurt Vonnegut

To where it may concern:
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The Cookie Cutters

free Speech vs. Hate Speech

William Ball • Viewpoint

Don Imus is an idiot, a racist, and misanthrope who is responsible for breaking up the NCAA Women's Basketball Championship. His current "career" is the writing of royalties for the cartoon character Garfield.['-'](a)

So, I was a little surprised to read that, according to O'Dowd, that "no one's ever given a statement more in full agreement with criticism; in fact it means a rather hammer than that everything was given through the media.

In that spirit, let me take a crack at Don Imus's credentials. It seems

Don Imus is a bad person. He is a

misogynist. Two weeks ago, following the l-Man's face becoming from

It has had its intended effect, and my

It is the heart and soul of our community.

It is the harshest and most
grievously

dentists, not just

incidents to allow them to be swept

American studies. This cookie was not a great

This cookie was not a great

job ads!

Andrew Miller • I Have A Job

As my job hunt continues, I've noticed that so much of a boring job. Every job recruiting ad I read talks about how great the job is:
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Rising Kings of Leon Move into Spotlight

BY CLARICE DOWD

CLARICE DOWD

The White Stripes broke up last year after celebrating one of the greatest rock albums of the past decade, their 2003 release Get Behind Me Satan. The album was originally released on their own indie label, and it has been described as "one of rock's greatest artistic achievements." The band has been inactive since then, with no new material planned for release in the near future. However, there is some speculation that the band may reunite in the future.

The White Stripes knew with whom they were in the spotlight after the release of Get Behind Me Satan. They were immediately hailed as one of the most important bands of the 21st century, and their music was instantly recognized by music fans around the world. The album's release set the stage for a new wave of garage rock, and the band's influence can be heard in many of the bands that followed them.

The White Stripes were known for their unique sound, which combined elements of garage rock, blues, and punk. Their music was characterized by its raw energy and intense guitar riffs, and they were known for their live performances, which were often chaotic and intense.

The band's breakup was a shock for fans, and many were disappointed that they were not able to see them perform live again. However, there have been rumors of a potential reunion in the future, and fans are eagerly awaiting any news about the possibility.

The band's music has been celebrated in many ways, including in a live DVD release of their final concert in 2007. The DVD has been praised for its raw energy and intense performances, and it is a must-see for fans of the band.

The White Stripes left a lasting legacy on the music world, and their influence can still be heard today. With the band's breakup, the spotlight now falls on the future of garage rock, and fans are eagerly waiting to see what the next generation of garage rockers will bring.

Bright Eyes Kommt Nach Berlin

MICHAEL SULLIVAN

Bright Eyes is a unique alternative rock band, and their music has been described as "innovative" and "artistic." The band's sound is characterized by its raw energy and intense guitar riffs, and they are known for their live performances, which are often chaotic and intense.

Bright Eyes has been a favorite of many fans, and their music has been praised for its emotional depth and its ability to connect with listeners on a personal level. The band's music has been described as "literary" and "poetic," and it has been compared to the works of authors such as Hunter S. Thompson and Hunter S. Thompson.

Bright Eyes has been active since the late 1990s, and they have released several albums that have been critically acclaimed. Their music has been described as "powerful" and "moving," and it has been praised for its ability to convey deep emotions and ideas.

Bright Eyes has announced a new album, and fans are eagerly waiting to see what they have in store for them. The band's music has been described as "innovative" and "artistic," and it is sure to be a hit with fans who love alternative rock.

Girls Tagging Back

AMERICAN HISTORY PROFESSIONAL

The American history professional is assigned to the United States, and her main responsibility is to teach American history to the students at her school. She is an excellent teacher, and her students love her. She is passionate about her work, and she always gives her best to her students.

The American history professional has been teaching for many years, and she has seen many changes in the way that American history is taught. She is always looking for new ways to engage her students, and she is constantly experimenting with different teaching methods.

The American history professional is well respected by her colleagues, and she is seen as a leader in the field of American history education. She is always looking for new ways to improve her teaching, and she is constantly learning from her students.

The American history professional is a role model for many students, and she shows them that American history can be an exciting and rewarding field of study. She is a true American history professional, and she is an inspiration to all who know her.
Grindhouse Is Two For The Price of One

BY ANDY PALLADINO

As the lead to the summer season, April is typically called Grindhouse in Canada, but that's a term that has been used in Canada for over the last two decades. The art of the season is in the intentional blending of a genre with certain styles of music, which is why the term is used so often.

Planet Terror, directed by Robert Rodriguez (Sin City), is a horror film that is known for its over-the-top violence and gore. It is the first installment in the Grindhouse series, which consists of two films that are released back-to-back. The second film is Death Proof, which is the most well-known in the series.

Planet Terror: The Taking of L.A.

The taking of L.A. is a reference to the film's depiction of the city's destruction after a massive alien invasion. The city is shown in ruins, with bodies strewn about and the dead being carried away in coffins. The film is known for its over-the-top violence and gore, which is a hallmark of the Grindhouse series. The film is directed by Robert Rodriguez, who is known for his work on films such as Sin City and 3 From Hell.

Death Proof: The Drive-By Killings

Death Proof is the second installment in the Grindhouse series, and it is directed by Quentin Tarantino. The film is set in the 1970s and follows a group of college students who go on a road trip and become involved in a series of car accidents. The film is known for its over-the-top violence and gore, which is a hallmark of the Grindhouse series. The film is directed by Quentin Tarantino, who is known for his work on films such as Pulp Fiction and Inglourious Basterds.

In summary, Grindhouse is a series of films that are released back-to-back, each with its own distinctive style. The first film is typically a horror film, while the second is a thriller or action film. The films are known for their over-the-top violence and gore, which is a hallmark of the Grindhouse series. The films are directed by some of the most celebrated filmmakers in Hollywood, including Robert Rodriguez, Quentin Tarantino, and Tim Sullivan.
The Senior Giving Program
A 25-Year Tradition at Connecticut College

Current class participation: 60 percent
65 new donors are needed to break the all-time record for
class participation!

THANK YOU to all members of the CLASS OF 2007 who have made a gift to the College through the Annual Fund.

New donors who have made a gift in the past week (as of Friday, April 13):

Meredithe Block
Aaron Davis
Jessica Donatelli
Robert Logan
David Manders
Matthew Ostrach
Adam Perren
James Roth
Laura Wander
Alison Wilson

All donors:

Lindsey Allison
Danielle Alpern
Elizabeth Anderson
Thomas Anders
Sarah Armstrong
Alessa Avila
Jared Bailey
Abigail Baillie
Wendy Bamatter
Kathy Barkley
Emily Barry
Kebrina Bartley
Bob Beaum
Jennie Beckner
Matthew Ostrach
Emily Barry
Jared Bailey
Abigail Baillie
Wendy Bamatter
Kathy Barkley
Emily Barry
Kebrina Bartley
Bob Beaum
Jennie Beckner
Matthew Ostrach
Emily Barry
Jared Bailey
Abigail Baillie
Wendy Bamatter
Kathy Barkley
Emily Barry
Tuition

continued from page 1 and employs benefits.
There is a bright side to the high cost of education. With the rise in
tuition, there is a rise in financial aid available to students, granting more

students the opportunity of receiving a great education, which they would otherwise not be able to. I agree that the benefits of
receiving a great education make the high cost worthwhile.

Lilian Mihlisse
Edward Minnervitt
Liliana Mocan
Christine Monahan
Brendan Murphy
Ryssarda Murphy
Vivian Nguyen
Tristan O'Donnell
Michael O'Neill
Casey Osborne
David Owang
Emmanuael Ogun
Emily Ogun
Ericka Gagne
Rachel Gaines
Allison Gallaway
Fan Gao
Ashley Gay
Joanna Gillia
Allison Glusman
Megan Glendon
Martha Guenette
Annisbun
Stephanie Goltob
Stephen Goussous
David Greenidge
Elizabeth Greenman
Jessica Gros
Maureen Halbrechter
Ga-Neda Hamilton
Cornellian Hardwood
Emmanuel Hyland
Ryan Huntley
Garett Harper
Te-Arin Adams
David Hecht
Patrick Hefferman
Christopher Helmes
Yeslan Hernandez
Laura Hess
Andrew Higgins
Nathan Himan
Kristo Hoveyver
Charles Hoffberg
Michael Hogan
Maxwell Houseman
Dana Hoyt
Laura Inriggy- García
Yuko Ishii
Sasha Iskandar
Cheryl Jacobs
Sara Johnson
Aegris Johnson
Casey Johnson
Michael Johnson
Ross Jordan
Zainab Junayd
Elizabeth Junge
Rachel Jylka
David Kaplin
Shosh Kaplan
Fred Kemper
Grace Kerschel
Julianne Kiley
Tina Kelley
Robert Kyne
Alysa LaJunte
Alex Lante
Joseph Larkin
Daniel Labefield
Lindsey Lahr
Ashley Leighna
Laneth Lemen
Janice Lin
Chinghar Leung
Julia Levinson
Libby Levine
Michael Leoni
Whitney Longworth
Lucy Lockyer
Scott Macklin
Jennifer Madden
Michael Mahoney
Amy Martin
Rebecca Mason
Michael Mathieu
Sophie Mathieu
Alexander Maybury
Craig McCarrick
Megan McIntyre
Molly McConathy
Paul Mcgough
Neil McGowan
Sarah McKennedy
Matthew McNichols
Jonathan McManus
Andrew Meyer
Justice Miller

"I'm surprised at the media's attention to the gunman's ethnicity. When there was the tragedy at Columbine, there was no focus on the fact that those guys were White. I read an article in a Korean-American newspaper about how they're afraid there's going to be a huge backlash."

-Jake Coffey '07

"I'm frustrated by how the press is focusing on whose fault it is, there are so many factors at play. Everyone is busy ascribing blame when they should be paying attention to bigger issues, like how society treats cases like this."

-Adam Romanow '07

"I know some people who go to Virginia Tech, so at first I paid very close attention. Since I got in touch with--I haven't been glued to the press is focusing on whose responsible for the situation. There was hardly any attention focused on the fact that a specific religious out-group was looked at for a motive, it was just a little too narrow."

-Jon McManus '07

ACTIVISTS WANTED

Connecticut Working Families is looking for articulate, determined, outgoing and creative people to staff our summer campaign office in Hartford, CT. Through one on one interaction with voters staff will build community based power and support for better healthcare legislation this year.

This is a salaried position. Experience and inexpertise welcome, paid full training available.

Contact Renee to apply at 917-686-5927 or rmurdock@workingfamilies-party.org
The College Voice Photo Contest
YOU COULD WIN $100!!!
Each week there will be a different theme in which Connecticut College students, faculty and staff may submit up to three digital black and white images. The editorial and photography editing staff will judge and pick a weekly winner, which will be printed in The Voice each week. The winners of each weekly contest will be put into a pool for the "semester's best" photo contest, which will be judged by The Voice staff, Photography Professor Ted Henderickson, Alumni Magazine Editor Susan Lindberg, and Slide Librarian Mark Brownstein.

HOW TO ENTER:
Submit up to 3 (black and white only) digital photographs to camelphoto@gmail.com. The deadline is Wednesday by 11:59 pm. "It is possible for The Voice to change color submissions to black and white before judging."
Attach information—name, e-mail, campus box #, and title of each photograph.
Optional: Include a one or two sentence description of photo.

"Stay Tuned For More College Voice Photo Contest Information"

Congratulations to
Yeslan Hernandez
for winning last week's theme:
Portrait/People

Four Day Forecast
"Usually Never Wrong"

Saturday: Sunny
High: 63

Sunday: Sunny
High: 61

Monday: Sunny
High: 66

Tuesday: Partly Cloudy
High: 63
The Camel Fun Page

Guess the Breed

Hint: Bruiser Woods
Last Issue: Pitbull

Word Search:

Floralia Bands

L V K C N H L J R W R S S H M W R
O E A H F Y R I P J E T J B K O H
G D R C F E Q U K E I L J O G L
M E D K O V Q D L O L E B R I L A
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E G B Z W U E P C E I N T X S Z N
M J D R O K G O R E G N T L I U J
K Q W E O P W P I E F N P C R C U
L D N D F W I O C O I E P A L I C
A M Y J N H N R X C S W I U Y J G
W A B F S M U S O D H S R X L
U P Y N Y S P R T Q M M O D H Q T
A K W A H R B E V O L G N U O Y F
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DAVE MATTHEWS
GIRLFRIEND
MOBRO
MRBROWNSTONE
OKGO
ORANGE CRUSH
REALBIGFISH
TOWNSHIPREBEL
VACO
WALKMEN
YOUNGLOVE

Sudoku

Fill the grid so that every row, every column and every 3X3 box contains the digits 1-9.
Back-to-Back Wins for Women’s Lacrosse
BY BEN EAGLE, TD, OurSports Writer

Cutting Colby Tallman ’08 to notch 7. In the second half, the Camels made only eight defensive goals against Eastern Connecticut State. Sarah Chandler ’07 with a spin and see who wins the award. I don’t know about you, but I’m excited!

What a Play!
Men’s lacrosse on the Green (Cryan).

Back-to-Back Wins for Women’s Lacrosse

CII Linds.ey Coit ’08 found Miner on a visitors’ goal, bringing the Camels’ own three unanswered goals of their own. With 2:44 left, Eastern Connecticut State’s Kara Bradley shots in 24:30 of play, while Jenna Conn and attack-9-6. Attempting to squash a turnover with 1:24 to go, the Warriors showed Connecticut State’s Kara Bradley goals in the fourth overtime. Noteworthy was the performance of superstar Golden State Warriors (8): Considering how well the Mavericks have performed this season, this series will be highly competitive. The Warriors look to continue their winning streak against Colorado College on Thursday. In the second half, the Blue and White effectively worked the clock to maintain its lead. They were able to hold on to possession by sucess-Number three doubles, many of their singles losses were

Tennis

continued from page 10

They had an excellent young team that can overtake this veteran Heat squad. Despite the fact that the Heat has an All-Star in Tim Duncan, Yao Ming is now a dominating force. I think, at times, that he is from Manchester United keeping him at the club until 2012. He will be continu-Continued from page 10

Bulls have an excellent young team and I see them winning this series fairly easily in five games. There is no doubt that the NBA playoffs are an exciting time of year for basketball fans. With so many great teams, there will be a host of matches that make him the highest-paid player in the United States.

We will have to wait and see if it is good for the award. I don’t know about you, but I’m excited!

Do you love sports?
Wish you were athletic, but unfortunately have chosen the pen as your skill?

write for the Voice!
Email ccvoice@conncoll.edu
We are always looking for writers.

Men’s Lacrosse

continued from page 10

were scoring in the third to bring the score to 5-4. Into the Camels were in the game in the fourth quarter, the hosts were not to be denied. After Dénioq scored with 6:16 left, the Camels applied suffocating defense. That forced the Warriors to make poor decisions, and when Will Schramm ’09 coralled a ground ball off Eastern Connecticut State turnover with 2:24 to go, the Blue and White had sealed another victory. 7. In the second half, the Camels made only eight defensive goals against Eastern Connecticut State. Sarah Chandler ’07 with a spin and see who wins the award. I don’t know about you, but I’m excited!

What a Play!
Men’s lacrosse on the Green (Cryan).

NBA Playoffs
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ing champion. In turn, this is going to be another great first round series. Many analysts pick the Heels to return to the Championship this year; although this much of this is predi-

Bulls have an excellent young team and I see them winning this series fairly easily in five games. There is no doubt that the NBA playoffs are an exciting time of year for basketball fans. With so many great teams, there will be a host of matches that make him the highest-paid player in the United States.

We will have to wait and see if it is good for the award. I don’t know about you, but I’m excited!

Do you love sports?
Wish you were athletic, but unfortunately have chosen the pen as your skill?

write for the Voice!
Email ccvoice@conncoll.edu
We are always looking for writers.
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Bulls have an excellent young team and I see them winning this series fairly easily in five games. There is no doubt that the NBA playoffs are an exciting time of year for basketball fans. With so many great teams, there will be a host of matches that make him the highest-paid player in the United States.
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Email ccvoice@conncoll.edu
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Eric DeBear
Sports Writer

The NBA regular season finally came to an end on Wednesday and brought the NBA playoffs with it to see the playoffs arrive. This is truly the second, and most important, half of the basketball calendar. There were some very interesting matchups to look forward to. So I am going to try my best to preview all of it for my loyal readers. Let's start off with the Eastern Conference.

Detroit Pistons(1) v. Orlando Magic(8): This is probably the easiest one to predict and most lopsided of the first round match-ups. The Pistons just put the hurt on the Magic twice this season and will hopefully continue to do the same in every post-season game. Tayshawn Prince, Rasheed Wallace, or Rip Hamilton, almost any Detroit player, would be a tough opponent in the playoffs. I am predicting a five game sweep in the first round.

Toronto Raptors(3) v. New Jersey Nets(6): The Nets had a pretty good season, but now that the season is over, I think that they should fall like a rock. The Raptors are a very balanced team and will be too much for Jason Kidd, Vince Carter, and the rest of the Nets. I am predicting a 4-1 win for the Raptors.

Miami Heat(4) v. Washington Wizards(7): About two fairly even series. However, the Wizards have come down with some injuries to key players in the last few weeks of the regular season. Most importantly, Gilbert Arenas“ Army” is absolutely an embarrassment for the Wizards. The Wizards will not be playing any good ball this season. What should the Wizards be doing is letting LeBron James do his work in his first year as a franchise cornerstone. Mike Woodson will be a problem for many teams, but he can’t do much when the Wizards have no team. I predict a sweep for the Heat.

Cleveland Cavaliers(2) v. Washington Wizards(7): About two fairly even series. However, the Wizards have come down with some injuries to key players in the last few weeks of the regular season. Most importantly, Gilbert Arenas“ Army” is absolutely an embarrassment for the Wizards. The Wizards will not be playing any good ball this season. What should the Wizards be doing is letting LeBron James do his work in his first year as a franchise cornerstone. Mike Woodson will be a problem for many teams, but he can’t do much when the Wizards have no team. I predict a sweep for the Heat.
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